


Mastering Market 
Research 



•  The process of 
determining what 
cycle a particular real 
estate market is in and 
how you can profit 
from it. 

What is Market Research? 



•  To best understand the supply and 
demand of a market. 

•  To avoid making poor buying, selling 
and renting decisions. 

•  To determine the most profitable 
areas for your particular outcome: 
wholesaler, landlord or flipper. 

Why Do Market Research? 



•  Inflation 
•  Interest rates 
•  Flow of funds into real 

estate 
•  Job growth 
•  Migration 
•  Path of progress 
•  New construction 

What Affects a Market? 



•  Surge in Prices  
–  (demand > supply) 

•  Price Appreciation Levels Off  
–  (demand = supply) 

•  Prices Decline 
–  (supply > demand) 

•  And it Starts All Over Again 

Anatomy of a Real Estate Cycle 





•  Inflation 
•  Interest rates 
•  Flow of funds into real estate 
•  Job growth 
•  Migration 
•  Path of progress 
•  New construction 

What Affects a Market? 



National Trends 



•  Inflation effects costs of materials 
and will cause home prices to 
increase (replacements costs). 

•  You can also raise rents. 
•  Goal is to have income increase 

more than expenses do. 
•  As long as the inflation trend is going 

up along with replacement costs and 
NOI, inflation is good for real 
estate. 

Inflation 



•  Interest rates and inflation usually 
move together. 

•  In markets of rising inflation, if you 
have a fixed rate mortgage you will 
come out ahead. 

•  Goal is to borrow at a rate below 
the CAP rate. 

Interest Rates 



•  Where is the money going? Stocks? 
Real estate? Gold? 

•  When money moves into real 
estate, CAP rates go down and 
prices go up. 

•  When money moves out, the reverse 
is true. 

•  When stocks are hot, real estate’s 
not. 

Flow of Funds 



Local Trends 



•  Job growth drives real estate 
demand and increases NOI. 

•  It directly impacts apartment 
occupancy, retail sales per square 
foot, single family home sales, rentals 
and office occupancy. 

Job Growth 



•  Like job growth, in-migration 
creates demand for real estate. 

•  Pay attention to the demographics. 
•  High-income or low-income? Families 

or singles? Senior citizens? 
•  Out-migration will decrease real 

estate demand and NOI. 

Migration 



•  In cities, there are areas in the path 
of progress and some that are 
stagnant. 

•  Where is sprawl sprawling? What 
direction are the people headed? 

•  Big transit projects? 

Path of Progress 



•  New construction directly impacts 
supply. 

•  Too much and it has a negative 
impact and too little the opposite is 
true. 

New Construction 



Timing Recommendations 







•  They don’t happen independent of 
each other. 

•  There is usually a dominant trend. 
•  Sometimes they will reinforce each 

other, sometimes they will contradict. 
•  Exogenous shocks 

– 9/11 
–  Iraq War 
– Hurricane Katrina 

Trends 



•  Most investors come late to the 
party. 

•  Usually just as prices are declining 
or supply > demand. 

•  My friend Rob calls it coming late to 
the party. They drive by and decide 
to come because they see all the 
cars. 

•  No one wants to be the first one at 
the party. 

Late to the Party 



•  Price 
(cheapest) 

•  Condition 
(nicest) 

How to Fix Being at the Party Late 



What Happens in the Real World 



•  Prices are appreciating. 
•  Inventory levels are low. 
•  There are multiple offers on properties. 
•  There are a short number of days-on-

market (DOM). 
•  There is optimism and excitement 

“buzz.” 
•  Investors feel good about investing. 

An Up Market 



•   Demand and supply are in balance. 
•   Prices are (or have) leveled off. 
•   There is euphoria (“irrational exuberance”) in 

the marketplace. 
•   Offers on properties flatten and decline. 
•   Days-on-market (DOM) increase. 
•   Inventory levels start to increase. 
•   Many investors feel the market will keep on 

going. 
•   It’s the point of maximum financial risk. 

A  Peak Market 



•  Offers on properties decline rapidly. 
•   Prices decline due to lack of demand. 
•   Anxiety, denial, fear, desperation, panic – 

all emotions come into play. 
•   Days-on-market (DOM) lengthen 

considerably. 
•   Inventory levels increase substantially. 
•   Many investors get caught using the 

wrong strategy. 

A  Down Market 



•  Prices reach a low point and flatten. 
•  Offers on properties are sparse. 
•  Days-on-market (DOM) are near the 

high point. 
•  Capitulation, despondency and depression 

occur. 
•  Bottoms usually last for a few years. 
•  This is the point of maximum financial 

opportunity. 

A  Bottom Market 



•  RealtyTimes.com 
•  Zillow.com/local-info 
•  HousingPredictor.com 
•  State Office of Economic 

Development 
•  BankRate.com 
•  FederalReserve.gov (flow of funds) 
•  MarcusMillichap.com 

Online Resources 



When to Buy 



•  National economic trends will 
influence real estate markets but 
every local market reacts 
differently. 

•  Be local market specific as you 
analyze timing and consider the 
cycles. 

All Real Estate is Local 



•  What kind of profit do you need to 
make? 

•  What is a good return for you? 
•  $5,000? $50,000? 20% CoC return? 
•  Use COMPS to determine if you can 

buy and sell in this market and hit 
your profit expectation. 

Your Profit Expectation 



•  Work with a good broker and a good 
appraiser. 

•  Let them know your investment 
goals. 

•  Let them know the market factors 
you would like researched. 

Brokers & Appraisers 



•  Active comps establish demand and 
price direction. 

•  Sold comps establish selling price. 
•  If more solds than actives – good! 
•  If more under contract than available 

– good! 

Picking the Best Comps 



•  To determine a percentage of list 
price that people are paying… 

•  Cash solds over the last 6 months 
and compare to listed price to 
determine what % of list price cash 
buyers are paying. 

•  List should equal the “as-is” value but 
often doesn’t. 

MLS 



•  Leverage is good. 
•  The higher your % of debt, the higher 

the return on your money. 
•  Control the financing: private money, 

seller financing 

Finance it Right 



Let’s Do This 



•  National inflation rate for April 2013 is 
1.06% 

Inflation 



•  Average 30 year fixed rate is 4.02% 
•  Federal Funds rate is .25% 
•  Prime rate is 3.25% 
•  Source:  BankRate.com 

Interest Rates 



Flow of Funds 



•  Denver 

Job Growth 



•  Denver 

Migration 



•  Union Station 
•  FasTracks – 12 year 6 billion dollar 

transit expansion plan. Follow it! 
•  Lower Highlands ‘LoHi’ 
•  Source:  Office of economic 

development and ballot initiatives 

Path of Progress 



•  Denver 

New Construction 



•  Inflation: <5% Low 
•  Interest Rates: < 5% Low 
•  Flow of Funds: In 
•  Job Growth: - 
•  Migration: + 
•  Path of Progress: LoHi, FasTracks 
•  New Construction: Not enough to meet 

demand. 

Analysis 



•  Pick a market. 
•  Analyze it based on the 7 trends. 
•  If yes, consider investing. 
•  If no, find another market! 

What to Do Now 




